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1'his Questi<)n paper consists ol one page. Attempt Questi+us, and/or Sub-Quesrions to score

riraxirnum marks. Please print ali your answers itt the Answer Booklet provided. Scientific
Calculator is allowed.

QUITSTION 1. Write briefiy about O-nl
(i) Role oI' Inlormation Retrieygl4n t-ibraryInformation Science
(ii) I{ole of'ltDBMS in L.ibrary. Infbnnation Scietrce
(i ii) Information d im er.,sio,., .odlutati on v i a mu lti fractal spectra
(iv) Mahalanobis Distance in grouping and clustering

QUESTION 2. Explain how to plot the histogram fbr the data created of your choice rvithin
the range of 4 bitslpixel, and threshold that data by choosing the thresholcl value more than

the ffrean value o['the data. [8 marks]

QUESTION 3. Write briefly about the Rectangular Cranulometries and on how
granulometries wor"rld help in quantifying the geometric complexity ol'delimiter space that
appears on the first-pages of,technical periodicals. [0 marks]

QUESTION 4. Explain in detail the K-Mixture Model. with relevant equations and
parameters. which is popr.rlar in autornaticallr summarizing the docurncnts. [10 rnarlisl

QUESTION 5. How to compute spatial autocorrelation via Moran's Index for a spatial fleld
of your choice? Show all steps involved in estimating Moran's l. Write its importance in the
context of information retrieval. [10 marks]

QUESTION 6. Explain the following three morphology-based interpolations u'ith the

support of illustrations and equations. tlriefly explain under ivhat situation in the contexl of
infbrmation science one employ,s the following morphological interpolalions? [12 marks]

a. Skeletonization by Influence Zones (SKIZ), and Weighted SKIZ
b. llinary Morphological Median
c. Grayscale Morphological Median l]unction

QUES'I'ION 7. Write a simple morphology-based algorithm to compute the ranks for pairing
the three spatial fields with similar size contigurations such asf ,f , and.f . [10 marksl
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